Explore Your Park with SPREE!

Build a Mini Log Cabin
Use small sticks to build a cabin in the style of Denver's pioneers! Try different styles to see which one is the sturdiest.
*Suggested Park: Grant Frontier*

Creative Creatures
Using sticks, leaves, rocks and whatever other natural materials you can find, create a new animal that might live along the South Platte.
*Suggested Park: Johnson Habitat Park*

Paint a Nature Scene
Bring paper and a paint brush to the River. Mix some water with sand or dirt to create nature paint. Paint what you see in the park!
*Suggested Park: Overland Pond Park*

Make a Nature Bracelet
Wrap a piece of duct tape- sticky side up- around your wrist. Go on a walk near the River & collect nature as you go, sticking it to your bracelet!
*Suggested Park: Bear Creek Park*